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"Graduation is a milestone in a longer journey. It is the end of a stage
and the beginning of another. It is a moment for celebration but also

it is a time for reflection about the value of our international
education.

 
You have conquered challenges, surpassed expectations and

emerged as remarkable individuals, ready to make your mark on the
world. 

In today's rapidly evolving world, characterised by complex problems
and unprecedented opportunities, the skills and knowledge you have

acquired during your time here will serve as invaluable assets.
 

You are equipped with the ability to think critically, to approach
challenges with creativity, and to embrace the power of

collaboration.
International Education is a privilege. However, with the priviledge

of education comes great responsibility. 
 

Our A-Level graduates are going to move away from home to live in
some cases in a different country. I implore you to remember the

values that have been instilled within you. Embrace integrity, honesty
and ethical behaviour in all aspects of your lives. Let your moral

compass guide your decisions and actions.
 

Also, remember that success is not only measured by individual
achievements.  It is in the act of helping others to improve, in the

service to humanity, that we find true fulfilment.
 

Use your knowledge and talents to make a positive impact on the
lives of people around you, especially those less fortunate.  The

world needs your compassion, empathy and strong commitment
to making a difference. 

 
Finally, remember to express gratitude. Gratitude to your families

and loved ones who have supported you on this journey. 
 

Congratulations Class of 2023! May your journey be filled with
purpose, fulfilment and success!"

Mr Jose Antonio Parra
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“These moments I have recounted are more important than the
worldwide pandemic or American tastes in presidents, more important

than farcical terrestrial ceremonies or the phenomenon that is
manschester United because there are your movements and I have

had the privilege of witnessing them. Always, one of the most
enjoyable part of my day was sitting in pastoral and just watching year
11 be year 11, watching your successes and failures, but most of all your

warmth”  Mr Evison

“And although we held tight to each other, now is our time to
grow, to fall apart, and hopefully one day to reunite. The

story ends here, today, with your graduation, but 11 stories
are about to begin. 11 stories of success and happiness, and
a little bit of drama to make the life worth living. We cannot

be more excited for you.” Ms Predouli  

“We are a close group that feels like a family and although that is
mainly due to the students a great part of that is due to our tutor. Ms

Lila has guided us all the way through our A levels and made sure
that we are well prepared foe the future. After 12 years I’d school I
can say with confidence that there aren’t many teachers who are

truly passionate abs care for their students like Ms Predouli does.”
Anaïs 

“Throughout my years at ISCS m, I looked up to the older
students, putting their hard work towards their future. You

are all wonderful role models for us.  
We will for sure miss all the different trips to Spain, Europa

Park or the universities in Zurich. We finally survived our
finals and can proudly show off our diplomas, which is a truly

great achievement.”  Ishani 

“We have a lot to be thankful for and a lot people to thank
(teachers, fellow students). All played a role in shaping the
person my daughter grew into: brigh, creative, inquisitive,

outgoing, extremely confident. An all round beautiful human
being. As parents, we cannot be more proud.“ 

Mr Friedman 

“We want to say thank you to the teachers and their impressive
energy for the students. They really wanted them to discover what

they are after, who passionately spent countless hours to be
available, present. Teaching them how to be smarter, unique,

brilliant an beautiful people. On behalf of all the loving parents, we
wish you plenty of more great achievements. No matter where you

go now, please remember: stay beautiful people, follow your
dreams and make them a reality.” Mr  Andrieu-Guitrancourt
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“Wherever you go, go with all your heart.”
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“Remember the world is huge. Never restrict your life experiences to
one or two countries. Live around the world as much as you can.”

“Don’t compare yourself to anyone else. Live
your life the way you want to live it.” 

”Really enjoy the next step 
in your journey.” 

“Healthy lifestyle 
is the most important.”

“It’s not so much of what you
have done, but who you are.”

“Ground yourself in reality.” 

“Find joy even on a bad day. Remember you
can always restart your day, your week, your

year whenever you choose to.” 

”Life is not a Race. Make sure you take time off of
your education, your career and go travelling.”

”Think of work as something that supports
your life, not the other way round.”

“Always put yourself forward.”
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What’s next?
Biochemical engineering
USA Law

The Netherlands
Business & Marketing
Canada Business

USA

International Relations
The Netherlands

Business
Switzerland

Architecture
Spain

Gap year,
then Music Production

Geology
UK

Sport Management
UK

Gap year
then Medicine 

Congratulations!






